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Monitoring the
agreement
Planning ahead how the commitments
in a neighbourhood agreement will be
monitored is the main way of ensuring it
has a lasting impact. It’s something you
should start thinking and talking about
well before the text is finalised.
We’ve devoted a whole chapter to
monitoring because it’s so important
for the success of any agreement and
potentially for wider improvements
to public services. If monitoring the
agreement means residents and service
managers work collaboratively and spend
time tackling problems jointly, it can lead
to fundamental changes in the culture of
public services and the public’s perception
of them.
This chapter covers:
Monitoring the agreement using
service data, community monitors and
neighbourhood walkabouts
How to use the information to hold
individuals and organisations to account
and reward and incentivise them
Keeping the agreement updated as
issues and priorities change
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Monitoring arrangements
Which methods?

Whose responsibility?

The ways in which service providers and a community
monitor the commitments made in a neighbourhood
agreement vary enormously. The number of residents
involved, what is measured, and the resources
committed all depend on the circumstances in an
area.

If you are leading on developing the neighbourhood
agreement, you should not also take on responsibility
for holding service providers and residents to
account. However, you will probably have to take
responsibility (at least for a while) for overseeing the
monitoring process, arranging monitoring meetings,
and pulling together monitoring reports.

Here we’ve included advice on which method might
be right for you. But when deciding how to approach
this, these are some of the things you need to think
about:
• What was the original aim of the neighbourhood
agreement? Will this method of monitoring help
you assess if you have achieved that?
• What resources are available
community and your team?

within

the

Holding signatories to account should be an
activity which the communities and service
providers tackle jointly. The most obvious way to
do this is through the working group which helped
produce the agreement. Or responsibility could
be given to another existing group. For example a
neighbourhood forum or, if perhaps the agreement
is borough-wide, the Local Strategic Partnership.

• Is there data which is already collected that is
suitable for monitoring this? And is it available for
you to use? Or will you have to collect new data?
Environment Group
“Terms of Reference”
The environment group is a group consisting of service providers, local residents, local Councillors, members of the Stronger
Neighbourhoods Initiative team, and other relevant partner agencies
The overall aim of the group is:

to oversee the monitoring arrangements for the Clean and Tidy Neighbourhood Agreement for New
Lodge and Athersley.
In order to do this we will:





Complete the agreed monitoring paperwork within the
agreed timescales
Attend meetings on a quarterly basis to share information,
identify issues.
Agree action to address issues and agree who will take
this action forward.
Maintain open dialogue with all members of the group.

Meetings:
Will last no longer than 2 hours
Will be held at locally to New Lodge & Athersley – unless
otherwise specified this will be at New Lodge Community
Centre

Timings of meeting
Meeting will be held on a Wednesday approximately once
every three months and will start at 10 a.m. and should be
finished by 12 noon.
Meeting Dates for 2009




Wednesday June 3rd
Wednesday August 12th
Wednesday October 21st

Ground Rules for meetings:
We shall treat each other with respect.
We will allow each other to speak and be heard.
We will listen to what people are saying
We shall challenge constructively.
We will be on time – unless unavoidable

In Barnsley the team set up a separate group to
oversee the monitoring arrangements for the
agreement and review the data.
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Providers of local services and amenities already
collect a lot of data. You will need to decide which
data is relevant to the neighbourhood agreement
and find out if the data holders will grant you access
to it - either the live data or regular snapshots.

Service data can tell you a number of things:
• Response times, like the length of time between
a report of fly-tipping and its removal
• Service activities, such as the frequency of graffiti
removal or litter picks
through

Here are some questions you could apply to the data
being offered to check whether it is useful:
• Can the data be broken down to match the
geographical area covered by the agreement? Do
boundaries match?

What can service data offer?

• Resident
experiences,
complaints and calls

Is the service data you have access
to useful?

customer

• Number of incidents of a certain type, for example
reports of anti-social behaviour
Start by looking at the commitments made in the
neighbourhood agreement and discuss with relevant
service providers and residents whether these can be
measured using existing service data.
Sometimes existing data will not provide the
information you need. In Oldham the Street Scene
department now conducts monthly monitoring to
demonstrate it is meeting its side of the agreement.
For instance with fly-tipping, it is recorded when the
incident is reported and when staff clear it away. A
summary of this information is provided each month.
Some service managers may agree to collect
additional data for your area to reflect the issues
local people care most about. However you should
be careful that the agreement does not lead to an
increase in bureaucracy.
Commitment

Existing data

The dog warden will investigate
reports of stray dogs within one
working day

Average time from
reporting to start of
investigation

Report any problems, whether
for dog fouling, street
cleansing or refuse issues, to
the contact centre

Number and type of
calls to the contact
centre from that area

Carry out emergency repairs
within 24 hours

Average time from
reporting to repair

Dog owners use the litter bins
provided to dispose of the dog
mess

Reports of dog mess
in the area
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Service data and information

• Is data collected frequently enough for effective
monitoring of the agreement?
• What kind of analysis has been done on the data?
Is it in an easily readable form, or does someone
need to do more analysis and draw out key
messages?
• Are there any confidentiality or safety issues which
mean the data will be difficult to access or use
routinely?

Service log book
In Manton the Street Scene team keeps a log of all
reports received from the public. Information recorded
includes the nature of the problem, its location,
when it was reported and when it was cleared. This is
presented to the neighbourhood management team
each month, to enable it to check it is meeting the
commitments made in the agreement and report back
to the board, which has responsibility for overseeing
the agreement.
LOCATION REPORTED MESSAGE
BY
Manton,
Worksop

Public

Manton,
Worksop

Public

Manton,
Worksop

Public

DATE
ISSUE
COMPLETED TYPE

litter
08/01/2009
pick the
banking on
cheapside
13/01/2009
sweep
along the
wall that
runs from
Retford
Road traffic
lights to
opposite
the pub
- leaves
empty
08/01/2009
the litter
bin at the
bus stop
opposite
the top of
martlett
way.

LITTER

LEAVES

LITTER
BIN
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Community monitors and street reps
Training and supporting local residents to monitor
agreements is a popular and effective option. They
are usually known as community monitors or street
reps but are sometimes called community surveyors
or resident reporters. They are a good way to
measure how services are performing from the point
of view of local residents.

Community Monitors in
barnsley
The Stronger Neighbourhoods Initiative in Barnsley
recruited community monitors while the agreement
was still being discussed. The monitors were given

Community monitors can also encourage other
residents to report issues to the council directly,
rather than acting only as a go-between.

informal training covering what the agreement is

What community monitors offer

covers a population of about 10,000, for which there

Community monitors can provide information on:
• User experiences of services, similar to a mystery
shopper
• Live conditions, like traffic volumes and street
lighting
• Public perceptions of the area such as safety or
cleanliness

for, what their role is, and what it isn’t, the form and
process for reporting. The neighbourhood agreement
are between 15 and 20 monitors:
What does being a community monitor entail?
•

to SNI Team. This complements monthly service
monitoring
•

Some things to consider if you are thinking about
creating a role for community monitors:
• Are enough local people interested in being
community monitors? If not, how might you
increase interest?
• Do you have the staff and resources to train and
support monitors?
• Are service managers willing to work with
community monitors as part of being held to
account?

Supporting volunteers
If you are going to create a role for community
monitors as part of monitoring the agreement then
you need to be sure the people who volunteer have
enough time, skills, and confidence to take on the
task. There also need to be enough volunteers for
the scale of the task so it doesn’t become too much
of a burden on too small a group.
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Reporting other significant issues between
quarters

•

• Local intelligence, such as public attitudes
• Visible service responses, such as when issues get
fixed

Returning a quarterly tick-box monitoring form

Encouraging other residents to report issues and
help them understand the agreement

•

Attending quarterly environment meetings
alongside service providers and jointly solving
problems as they arise

Getting the local press on side
In a few areas the role of community monitors has
been misrepresented in the local press, with local
newspapers referring to them as ‘nosy neighbours’
and ‘neighbourhood snitches’. However, local
journalists who are briefed about the agreement
and the role of community monitors tend to be
supportive and have even helped with publicity.

4. Monitoring the agreement

junior wardens in ovenden
In Ovenden, Calderdale, 36 junior wardens

“How clean is your area?”

were enlisted to report on the tidiness of the

Schools NI195 Information Pack
Calderdale Parks & Streetscene

neighbourhood after various inspections reported high
levels of litter, fly-tipping and graffiti in the area. The
information they provide is used by the Street Scene

with

department to target activities where they are needed

‘Ann T Litter’

most.
The team worked with a young person to produce

and in
partnership with

a booklet which they could use as a template for
reporting issues to the council. The book is ten pages
and shows how streets should be classed depending
on the standard of cleanliness; focusing on graffiti, flytipping, leaves, mud and grit, and fly-posting.
The team running the project included several local
organisations including the Ovenden and Mixenden
neighbourhood management initiative, local
primary schools, West Yorkshire Fire Service and the

Author: Calderdale Parks & Streetscene with
help and advice from Eliza Glanville ‐ Aged 14

School Name;

neighbourhood policing team.
Recruited from two local primary schools, the junior
wardens met first to learn about the importance of
environmental cleanliness, and plan activities. They

Recording what we find in our area

also produced a flyer to distribute to households in the

Name

area, giving advice on recycling and disposal of waste.

Street
or Road
Litter
Scale
(circle)
Graffiti
Scale
(circle)

Meanwhile Pennine Housing 2000, a local registered
social landlord, went door to door around the area
offering advice face to face. Eight skips were provided
to dispose of bulky waste.

Map
Number

A

B

C

D

A

B

C

D

Detritus
Scale
(circle)
Flyposting
Scale
(circle)

A
A

Other things to look out for – tick the boxes
1
Can you see a litter bin close to where you are
2
Are there a lot of parked cars on the street
3
Can you see any broken glass
4
Can you see any dog dirt
5
Flytipping
6
Can you see anything that could catch on fire

B
B

C
C

D
D

Yes No

Anything Else?

Any Comments?
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MONITORING
FORM
Reference
Service contacted
And number rang
What was the nature of the
problem?
Time /date of the complaint/
enquiry?
Who did you speak to?

How long does the
agreement say the service
should respond in?
What was the result of your
complaint / enquiry?
Any other additional
comments
Name and contact details of
the complainant
Name and details of the
monitor
Dates and time of the
monitoring period

War Memorial
Rang reception at Oldham Council for
advice on who to contact for repairs to the
wall that had been vandalised over the
weekend. Referred to buildings, who then
passed me on to parks
Bricks removed from the wall on the war
memorial.
16/06/2008 9.40am
First Karl buildings second Stacey from
Parks
Nural from Utility Partnership who rang me
later with a job number at 12.10pm
N/A
The result was that they all worked together
to help me resolve the problem as soon as
possible, and I am to be contacted by the
surveyor to show him the problem.
Very impressed so far even though the
problem is not resolved, and I have a point
of reference in the job number 3787.
Garth
As above
16/06/2008 last call at 12.

An example of report form completed by the
Oldham resident monitors
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Entitlement:

Dumping of rubbish & waste (fly tipping)

Monitor Name:

Service Entitlement

Have all such rubbish checked for
evidence of who has dumped it
and for the Council to prosecute
those responsible whenever
possible

February, March,
April 2010

Street(s) Monitored:

Was there a
problem with
the service?

If Yes please give details about the problems and
any other comments

Please tick box

Have all tipping on Council land
removed within 24 hours of being
reported – private land may take
longer

Monitoring Period

Yes



No



Please tick box

Yes 



No



Marcia Haigh

No 

Date (s) ____________
___________________

Please tick box

Yes

Has the problem been
reported?

4. Monitoring the agreement

Clean & Tidy Neighbourhood Agreement for New Lodge & Athersley
Community Monitors Monitoring Form

Please tick box

Yes 

No 

Date (s) ____________
___________________

A community monitors’ monitoring form used in
March 2009 – V2
Lodge and Athersley

Page 1 ofNew
1

Neighbourhood walkabouts
Neighbourhood walkabouts are a simple but
effective way of monitoring particularly for cleaner,
greener and safer agreements. Local people, service
providers and councillors meet to walk a planned or
ad hoc route together to identify, record and discuss
issues relating to the agreement. After the walkabout
the record of issues is passed on to be dealt with by
the relevant body.

What can neighbourhood
walkabouts offer?
• An active way of spotting problems in the area.
• They help service providers to see the area
through the eyes of residents.
• They can identify where resources are most
needed.
• A means for improving the dialogue between
residents and service providers, as well as creating
an environment in which they can understand
each others priorities and the limitations of what
is achievable.

How do neighbourhood
walkabouts work?
Most neighbourhood walkabouts follow a similar
process:
• Dates, times, and routes are agreed between the
project lead, local councillors, service providers
and local residents. The main objectives for the
walkabout are also agreed.
• Those taking part agree what they are looking for
and how issues will be recorded – usually using a
simple form and photographs.
• Participants in the walkabout are encouraged to
discuss other issues like community safety, play
areas, local shops, whether the area is improving.
• Officers and residents agree how the problems
spotted during the walkabout will be tackled.
Depending on the number of issues it may be a
good idea to draw up an action plan specifying
tasks, leads, and dates.
• A timescale should also be agreed to report back
progress resulting from the walkabout.

• Enables residents and service staff to get to know
one another in an informal setting.
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How to use monitoring information
Once you’ve decided on what monitoring
information to collect and which method is right
for you, you need to think about how you can use
this information to improve services, keep people
informed and sustain the agreement.
Monitoring can give you useful evidence to:
• Report results to service providers and residents
• Hold service providers and/or residents to
account
• Update and sustain the agreement
Many teams have integrated the neighbourhood
agreement into existing or new review cycles
for cleaner, greener and safer issues to ensure
the information is used in an appropriate and
constructive way

How to report back?
Most areas produce formal monitoring reports –
with a published report presented at a face-to-face
meeting. It’s not exciting but it works. The meetings
can take place indoors, outdoors as a street briefing,
in the neighbourhood, or at a central location. They
can be public or invitation-only.
Monitoring reports usually restate the service
standards in the agreement and then show
performance against them. Agencies and lead
contacts are named. The meeting is an opportunity
to discuss the data in more detail and to ask
questions such as:
• Where has the performance of public services
been better or worse than expected? Why is
this?
• Have issues from the last monitoring report been
sorted out and are any becoming recurrent?
• Are residents doing what they promised?

The Stronger Neighbourhoods Initiative in Barnsley review cycle
Monitors commence
collating information
from their
designated areas

All partners work
together to identify
issues and solutions

Quarterly
Environment meeting
held between Service
Providers, Monitors,
Local Councillors
facilitated by SNI
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All 6 Service
Providers send back
monthly monitoring
forms to SNI

Community Monitors
send back quarterly
monitoring information
to SNI

Most teams ‘officially’ plan to refresh their agreement
two years after it first goes live. However, through
the monitoring and feedback process it may become
apparent that actions it contains are no longer
appropriate. For instance fortnightlystreet cleaning
on one road could be unnecessary if residents get
better at putting their litter in bins.

Four years down the line in
oldham
Sustaining the neighbourhood agreement and the
involvement of the community was the biggest
challenge faced by the Hathershaw and Fitton

Start by reviewing the existing agreement with the
monitoring group. Think about:

Hill NDC, in Oldham. Following the launch of the

• What worked? What didn’t?

be less involved in maintaining the agreement than

•

they were in its development.

What bits were clear? What was confusing?

For the official refresh of the agreement think about:
• Using service performance data
• Results from household and resident surveys

agreement residents were concerned that they would

The team devised a number of ways to keep them
involved and excited about it:
•

and remind partner agencies to do their areas on
time.
•

the agreement and to feed back to the wider
community at residents’ meetings
•
•

The residents’ group is now working to become a
social enterprise with the aim of helping support
other areas - locally and nationally - set up
neighbourhood agreements

• Did you use it? Was it useful?

There might be a tendency among teams to shy
away from showing the original agreement to new
residents for fear that they might be influenced by
it – not just way it looks, but the strength of the
commitments and the monitoring arrangements.
On the other hand showing residents how their
involvement might lead to an agreement can be a
very powerful motivator.

Updating the first two agreements: this included
reviewing the issues and priorities

• Do you recognise the agreement?

• Do you think it’s ‘worked’?

‘Buddying’: a resident is paired with each service
lead to report and discuss any issues with

Involving residents
While the methods you use to involve residents in
reviewing the agreement may be very similar to when
you were starting out, the content of the events will
be different. You won’t be starting with a blank sheet.
You could think about asking them the following:

A ‘street rep’ programme: as well as being street
reps, residents provide data for monitoring forms

• The experiences of frontline officers and service
providers
• Involving a wide range of residents (go back to
Chapter 3 for some ideas on this)

4. Monitoring the agreement

Sustaining the agreement

•

Residents are now supporting a neighbourhood
policing team in Oldham to set up agreements in a
predominantly Asian area
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